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FUNCTION

MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
- ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE AND DEPENDENCE
- DEPRESSION
- POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
- ANXIETY DISORDER

PRIMARY CARE
- EMERGENCY
- ORTHOPAEDIC INJURIES

HEALTH CARE CLINIC

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FOR INTERNSHIP AND WORKSHOPS
MEDICAL COLLEGE

RIVERAS DEL BRAVO
PROJECT LOCATION

OPEN SEWAGE

INFORMAL MARKET
CRITIQUE

STATIC FUTURE SITUATION

No future
No exit
No nothing
Theoretical > all over composition > lay-out

Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

Architectural level > program > dynamics

Concept
Theoretical > all over composition > lay-out

Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

Architectural level > program > dynamics

Concept
Architectural level > program > dynamics

Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

Theoretical > all over composition > layout
Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

Architectural level > program > dynamics

Theoretical > all over composition > lay-out

CONCEPT
CONCEPT

Architectural level > program > dynamics

Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

Theoretical > all over composition > lay-out

Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

MOBILE & FLEXIBLE

Theoretical > all over composition > lay-out

Architectural level > program > dynamics

Urban level > functional zoning > interlock

MOBILE & FLEXIBLE
PREVENTATIVE CARE
- HEALTH CARE EDUCATION
- VACCINATION

MOBILE ELEMENTS
SECONDARY ACTIVE CARE
- DENTIST
- DIABETES CHECK

MOBILE ELEMENTS
REPETITION & VENTILATION

ORIENTATION MORNING SUN

DOMINANT WESTERN WIND
CLIMATE - WALL AS SERVICE ELEMENT
FOUNDATION CROSS-BEAMS